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As the most widely used energy storage device in consumer electronic and electric

vehicle fields, lithium ion battery (LIB) is closely related to our daily lives, on which its

safety is of paramount importance. LIB is a typical multidisciplinary product. A tiny single

cell is composed of both organic and inorganic materials in multi scale. In addition, its

relatively closure property made it difficult to be studied on line, let alone in the battery

pack or system level. Safety, oftenmanifested by stability on abuse, includingmechanical,

electrical, and thermal abuses, is a quite complicated issue of LIB. Safety has to be

guaranteed in large scale application. Here, safety issues related to key materials and cell

design techniques will be reviewed. Key materials, including cathode, anode, electrolyte,

and separator, are the fundamental of the battery. Cell design and fabrication techniques

also have significant influence on the cell’s electrochemical and safety performances.

Here, we will summarize the thermal runaway process in single cell level, and some recent

advances on battery materials and cell design.

Keywords: lithium ion battery, safety, abuse, internal short circuit, thermal runaway

INTRODUCTION

The ever growing demands on high performance energy storage devices boost the development
of high energy density lithium ion batteries, utilization of novel electrode materials with higher
theoretical specific capacity (Jezowski et al., 2017; Johnson, 2018; Yoon et al., 2018) and thicker
electrode design (Chen et al., 2016a; Zhao et al., 2016) is the most effective strategy to enhance
the energy density (Liu et al., 2019). However, these novel materials, such as Ni rich cathodes (Sun
et al., 2009; Noh et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2018b; Yang et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2019) and Si based
anodes (Park and Lee, 2011; Jeong et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017c; Feng et al., 2018a), and electrode
fabrication techniques (Ebner et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016) bring about some new safety concerns.
Thermal runaway (TR) in single cell level would cause chain reactions and whole battery pack
failure, resulting in catastrophic effect in electric vehicles or energy storage devices. Therefore, it’s
of vital importance to understand the factors which may potentially lead to TR in single cells.

Various publications reviewed the TR issue (Doughty and Roth, 2012; Kim et al., 2013; Feng
et al., 2018b), and it’s widely accepted that most TRs are caused bymechanical, electrical, or thermal
abuses (Feng et al., 2018b), and all these abuse would cause short circuit in cell, which finally lead
to TR. The TR process can be divided into 3 stages according to the degree of internal short or heat
generation speed (Doughty and Roth, 2012; Feng et al., 2018b; Lin et al., 2018a), and it’s depicted
in Figure 1. The first stage is the onset of overheating, while it may possibly self-extinguished as
the dendrite which caused micro-short can be by fused by the heat generated during the short
in some cases (Lu et al., 2017). Otherwise, the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on anode would
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FIGURE 1 | Three stages in battery TR, Ts, safe work temperature (for battery); Te, temperature for people to escape; *SOC dependent.

be decomposed if the heat continues to accumulate, which would
lead to more side reactions between the electrode materials and
electrolytes, thus adversely contribute to the heat generation and
possibly melts the separator, and these are the typical characters
of the second stage before TR. Large scale short eventually lead
to uncontrollable overheat, typically, the TR is defined as a self-
heating rate of 10◦C/min or higher (Doughty and Roth, 2012),
in this stage, the cell may explode for gas release and electrode
material start to combustion.

Generally, the SEI tend to be decomposed firstly upon heating,
both direct thermal decomposition and for the attack of PF5
(decomposition product of LiPF6) in the temperature range of
60∼130◦C (Kafle et al., 2018) depending on the state of charge
(SOC). Polyolefin separator is the second matter to fail for
its thermal shrinkage or melting when the heat continues to
accumulate. Polypropylene (PP)-polyethylene (PE)-PP trilayer
membrane was supposed to exhibit a shutdown function upon
the melting of PE at 135◦C, which would block the ion passage
while PP could still act as a physical barrier to prevent short
circuit (Yoo et al., 2015). Heat generation in anodematerial is also
highly SOC dependent, although graphite or Si based materials
all have good thermal stability even exposed to oxygen (Dong
et al., 2018), while lithiated anodes are quite reactive as Li is
always ready to donor an electron. Therefore, heat accumulation
in air exposed anode is quite easy once the package material was
ruptured by over pressure. In this step, temperature may rise to
200◦C or even higher, thus cause other components in cell to
combustion and start the TR.

In spite of various factors which may lead to the TR, materials
including electrode materials as well as electrolytes, and battery
design such as negative/positive capacity ratio, venting control,
to name but a few, are the intrinsic approaches to enhance

the battery safety. Although several comprehensive reviews have
been published in the past 2 years (Feng et al., 2018b, 2019b; Lin
et al., 2018a; Wang et al., 2019b), some new materials, such as Ni
rich LiNixCoyMnzO2 (NCM) (Sun et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2018b;
Yang et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2019), Si based anodes (Jeong et al.,
2014; Liu et al., 2017c; Feng et al., 2018a), have been proposed
for the enhancement of electrochemical performances of high
energy density LIB. They may bring about new safety concerns
that needed to be fully recognized. Therefore, we will focus on
materials and cell fabrication, and briefly summarize the recent
developments in these aspects.

MATERIAL ASPECT

Electrolyte and Separator Optimization
As the most vulnerable components in LIBs, electrolyte, and
separator are mainly composed of organic compounds such as
alkyl carbonates and polyolefin. Although usually considered as
electrochemically inert, they may play important roles in LIB,
such as ions transport throughout the whole cell to realize the
charge/discharge process, hindering the direct contact between
cathode and anode, to name but a few. Advanced electrolytes
such as none flammable, shear thickening ones, and separators
such as ceramic coated ones can significantly enhance the battery
safety by ceasing the possible fire in stage 1, which make them
quite important in battery safety study.

State-of-the-art electrolytes, whose safety operation
temperature are usually below 80◦C (Hammami et al., 2003),
are composed of volatile and flammable organic solvents
(including linear and cyclic alkyl carbonates), corrosive lithium
salts (Kirchhofer et al., 2014), and additives. They are the most
vulnerable parts in the battery. Herein, we will briefly review
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corresponding countermeasures from the following aspects:
construction of a thermal stable SEI, flame retardant additive
and shear thickening electrolytes.

Construction a Thermal Stable SEI
As mentioned above, in the first stage of TR, SEI decomposition
occurred persistently marks the onset of more side reactions and
heat generation (Eshetu et al., 2013). Therefore, it is particularly
important to construct a vigorous thermal stable SEI (Bhatt
and O’Dwyer, 2015; Parimalam et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018e).
The major components of the SEI layer is lithium salt (e.g.,
ROCO2Li, Li2CO3, and LiF) and polycarbonate (Chen et al.,
2007). Electrolyte additive can leave their chemical signatures
in the SEI layer which make it the most effective strategy to
manipulate the targeted SEI property (Xu et al., 2019). Martin’s
group (Zeng et al., 2018) adopted FEC and VC as additives
for nano Si electrode, and it was found that they can form a
robust and thermal stable SEI that was rich in polycarbonates
species which contribute to an enhanced thermal stability of
the lithiated silicon electrode, thus increase the exothermic
temperature by about 50◦C. Many other typical SEI-modifier
additives, such as phosphorus (Mai et al., 2015; Song et al.,
2016), nitrogen (Abu-Lebdeh and Davidson, 2009; Chen et al.,
2016b), boron (Lee et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2017), sulfur (Zuo
et al., 2014), or silicon containing species (Chen et al., 2017b;
Wang et al., 2017a), are widely studied in thermal stability
enhancement of both SEI and CEI, some dual-functional-
group additives, such as N,N-diallyic-diethyoxyl phosphamide
(DADEPA) (Cao et al., 2013), tris(trimethylsilyl)phosphate
(TMSP) (Rong et al., 2014), tris(trimethylsilyl)borate (TMSB)
(Liu et al., 2013) are also intensively studied. Cao et al. found
that the presence of 5% DADEPA can not only reduce the
thermal reactivity between lithiated graphite and the electrolyte,
but also remarkably enhance the thermal stability of bulk
electrolytes (Cao et al., 2013). Figure 2 shows the differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves of fully charged graphite
in reference electrolytes with and without DADEPA. It clearly
demonstrated that the graphite electrodes lithiated in 5%
DADEPA-containing electrolyte (labeled as SEI by DADEPA)
exhibited a sharply by half heat generation compared with the
reference, nevertheless, the onset exothermic peak shifts by 20◦C
to higher temperature.

Increasing the salt concentration is another effective strategy
in building stable SEI/CEI layers (Suo et al., 2013; Yamada
et al., 2014). The main advantage of concentrated electrolyte
is that it can yield a robust inorganic passivation film on the
cathode/anode surface which is thermally more stable compared
with the organic–inorganic hybrid film, whose decomposition
temperature is about 80◦C (Hammami et al., 2003). Moreover,
the volatility of the solvent decreased drastically owing to the
stronger intra molecular interaction (Wang et al., 2018c). Lu’s
group used 1:2 (molar ratio) LiFSI+ triethyl phosphate (TEP)
electrolyte in 18650 cells. No smoke or fire on nail penetration
was found, demonstrating the ultra-stability of the SEI (Zeng
et al., 2018). However, the high salt concentration result in an
inevitably increase of the cost, the tradeoff between cost and

FIGURE 2 | DSC curves of fully charged graphite in reference electrolytes with

and without DADEPA. Reprinted with permission from Cao et al. (2013).

Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.

performancemust be considered. Otherwise, these techniques are
hard to come into application.

Flame Retardant Additive
Employment of flame retardant additive (FRA) is an effective
strategy to reduce the flammability of electrolytes. Currently,
the free radicals-trapping is the recognized mechanism of the
FRA for safer LIB. The basic idea is that the FRA could
release free radicals (usually P or halogen containing) with
flame-retardant effects on thermal decompose. The radicals can
scavenge the active radicals (such as H· and OH·) to suppress
the free radical chain reaction of combustion (Lhomme et al.,
1984). Typical organophosphates, including trimethyl phosphate
(TMP) (Lhomme et al., 1984), TEP (Lalia et al., 2010), diethyl
ethylphosphonate (DEEP) (Feng et al., 2013), have been used
as FRAs. Once heated, phosphates will be evaporated into gas
phase and decomposed into phosphorus-containing free radicals
that are capable of scavenge the H· radicals, thus hinder the
combustion chain reaction. Two important factors should be
noted: (i) the content of gaseous FRA, as only FRA in gas phase
release radicals which work in fire retardant; (ii) the ability
of FRA breaks down to phosphorus-containing free radicals.
Unfortunately, organophosphates exhibit lower flame retardant
efficiency. Therefore, a content of above 40% will be needed
to obtain the completely nonflammable electrolytes (Zhu et al.,
2015). Moreover, it also comes at the poor stability with electrode
materials (especially graphite anode). Phosphazene compounds
have good electrochemical compatibility on carbonaceous anode.
Such as triethoxyphosphazen-N-phosphoryldiethylester (PNP)
(10%) (Wu et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the electrolytes with
phosphazene compounds exhibit lower fire retardant efficiency
in comparison with organophosphates.

Moreover, the addition of phosphazene compounds will
lead to higher viscosity and lower ionic conductivity of the
electrolytes (Haregewoin et al., 2016). Fluorinated phosphazene
derivatives, such as pentafluoro(phenoxy)cyclotriphosphazene
(FPPN) (Dagger et al., 2017) and ethoxy-(pentafluoro)-
cyclotriphosphazene (PFN) (Wang et al., 2019a) are another
kind of trade-off compound between the non-flammability and
electrochemical stability as both F and P are fire retardant atoms.
F atom can not only participate in the formation of a stable SEI
or CEI, which will improve the electrochemical compatibility
with electrode, but also reduce the viscosity of the electrolyte at
low concentrations (5%).
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Using FRA is one of the most effective method to reduce
the TR risk, but might introduce other jeopardizing to cell
performance. Therefore, developing FRA with higher flame
retardant efficiency and enhanced electrode compatibility, or
balancing non-flammability and battery performance are the
recognized development trends.

Shear Thickening Electrolytes
Internal electrical shorts may occur in liquid electrolyte LIBs
upon mechanical abuse (such as car crash), which may lead to
TR and combustion. Shear thickening is an important behavior
in fluid mechanics, which can be adopted into electrolyte to
protect LIBs from impact damages. The electrolyte, which is
liquid phase under normal operating conditions, will evolve into
solid when it faces shear force. Thus, they can acts as a barrier
to prevent short circuits and reduce the fire risk or catastrophic
events. Ding et al. (2013) demonstrated outstanding resistance in
crushing by adding commercial electrolyte [1M LiPF6 in ethylene
carbonate (EC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC)] with fumed silica
particles. Stable sols can be achieved through the hydrogen bond
formed between the silanols on the surface of fumed silica and
the solvent. Under high shear stress, fumed silica particles will
be transformed into clusters and impede the flow to prevent
mechanical impacts. To protect the battery from shorting, shear
thickening behaviors of the electrolytes will be highly expected
when they are responsed to high impacts. Gabriel M. Veith
et al. (2017) demonstrated Safe Impact Resistant Electrolytes
(SAFIRE) by introducing silica into liquid electrolytes (1.2M
LiPF6 3:7 wt% EC/DMC). Figure 3 shows that the viscosity
increases with the increasing shear rate and it reaches the
maximum at 30 wt% particles loading. Further impact test with
steel ball also confirmed that the SAFIRE can improve the safety
of the battery upon external force. The single-layer pouch cell
with SAFIRE showed only slight fluctuations in voltage upon
impact, whereas the battery using regular electrolyte was short
circuited. It is noteworthy that not all kinds of silica are suitable
for shear thickening response. The differences among various
silicas are summarized and listed in Table 1.

The shear thickening performances can only be found in
the electrolytes with lower polydispersity (<0.01) silica particles.
On the other hand, shear thinning response will happen
when adding polydispersed particles (>0.1) in aprotic solvents.
The abovementioned phenomena indicate that silica particle
weight loading and species are the key factors for achieving
SAFIRE. Moreover, the untreated silica tend to precipitate in
the conventional electrolytes over times (days). Therefore, the
same group (Shen et al., 2018) conducted a further study
to reduce the aggregation and sedimentation by using silica
nanoparticle modified with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).
They hope that covalently bonds between inorganic particles and
polymer can improve the long-term dispersion stability, which
is beneficial to shear thickening electrolytes. Nonetheless, the
crucial fact that the shear thickening electrolytes can only protect
the battery upon high impact outside, but has little effect on
the failure which caused by high temperature, nail penetrate,
overcharging, and other abuse conditions. Furthermore, silica
particles may reduce the ionic conductivity and compromise

FIGURE 3 | Viscosity as a function of shear stress for various SAFIRE

electrolytes. Reprinted with permission from Veith et al. (2017). Copyright

(2017) American Chemical Society.

TABLE 1 | Particle dispersity as measured with light scattering.

Shear thin or thicken Material Polydispersity

Thin S5505 fumed 0.156

Thin A300 fumed 0.495

Thin R972 fumed 0.16

Thin Stöberbatch 16 0.243

Thin Stöberbatch 20 0.187

Thicken Diatomaceous silica 0.005

Thicken Stöberbatch 06 0.087

Thicken Stöberbatch 07 0.005

Thicken Stöberbatch 21 0.005

Adapted with permission from Veith et al. (2017). Copyright (2017) American Chemical

Society.

the high rate performance of the battery. Therefore, some
additives are needed to compensate for them. These additives
may introduce many other side reactions. Therefore, much more
efforts should be made to avoid TR from the root way.

Polymer Separators
With a thickness of about 10∼30µm, separators are the only
thing to cut the direct contact between electrodes. Their melt
or thermal shrinkage may lead to cell shutdown (capacity
dependent) (Golubkov et al., 2014) or short circuit, respectively.
Many features, such as mechanical strength, thermal and
dimensional stability, permeability, porosity, chemical structure,
surface energy with both electrolyte and electrode material,
of separators should be considered combinationally (Arora
and Zhang, 2004; Cannarella et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014a;
Keyser et al., 2017). A good separator must realize a tradeoff
between those properties to achieve the optimal performances
in the battery. Considering their vital role in high performance
LIBs, tremendous efforts have been devoted on them, either
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FIGURE 4 | Preparation of the ESM separator. Reprinted from Ma et al. (2018). Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

on thermal stability improvement (Mohanty et al., 2016; Jiang
et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017a, 2018b; Li et al., 2018b), or ion
transport capability enhancement (low MacMullin number, Nm)
(Jayaraman and Schweizer, 2009; Dahbi et al., 2012; Kirchhofer
et al., 2014; Keyser et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018). With the
respect of safety performance, many works concentrated on
ceramic coating (Mohanty et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016; Jiang
et al., 2017) or polymer matrix optimization (Jayaraman and
Schweizer, 2009; Liu et al., 2017a, 2018b; Li et al., 2018b).
Micro or nano sized Al2O3 and SiO2 are believed to be the
optimal candidates for ceramic coating, not only for their
thermal stability, HF scavenging ability, but also for their
ease of mass production. Zhao’s group coated Al2O3 onto
polyethylene (PE) membranes by different binders and the
separators come out with different thermal stability, thermal
shrinkage temperature of the coated separators increased from
115◦C to 130, 115, and 165◦C, respectively when CMC+SBR,
polyvinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) and
polyimide (PI) are adopted (Mohanty et al., 2016; Shi et al.,
2016). In fact, the binders not only act as a bridge between
the organic polymer matrix and inorganic ceramic, but also
they can adjust the surface energy between separator and
electrolyte/electrode, on which improved rate performance and
dendrite suppression ability could be obtained (Dahbi et al.,
2012; Kirchhofer et al., 2014). Recently, Liu’s group developed a
lyophilic battery separator from regenerated eggshell membrane
(ESM), as shown in Figure 4. The abundant imine and triazine
groups in the polymer matrix endow the separator with high
mechanical strength, thermal stability, and electrode affinity.
Therefore, it can display outstanding dendrite suppress ability
and rate performance (Ma et al., 2018).

Rationally designed separators can not only prevent the
thermal induced short circuit, but also realize some special
functions, such as dangerous warning (Wu et al., 2014) or
even fire retardant (Liu et al., 2017a). Thus, they can provide
longer time for people to escape or cease the TR from

happening. Although gel polymer and solid state electrolytes are
developing very fast, while in certain circumstances, such as low
temperature or fast charging/discharging, the combination of
liquid electrolyte, and polymer separator will still take the large
share for quite a long time. Almost all state-of-the-art LIBs for
electric vehicle application adopted electrolyte with fire retardant
additive and ceramic coated separators, with which the safety
performance could be greatly enhanced. Considering that many
accidents are still associated with the battery TR, therefore, much
more efforts are needed in relevant areas.

Anode Material
All typical anode materials, including graphite and silicon
composites, show quite good thermal stability. It will be a quite
different case when Li insert into the anode materials (Lin et al.,
2018a; Liu et al., 2018e). Lithiated anodes become quite easy to be
oxidized once the SEI decompose on heating. Furthermore, these
side reactions may finally lead to the uncontrollable TR.

Zhao and coworkers conducted systematic works (Zhao et al.,
2012; Fan et al., 2016) on thermal stability of lithiated graphite
and SiO. They found that the crosstalk between electrolyte and
electrode had significant influence on the thermal behavior of
anodes, not only on exothermic temperature, but also on the heat
generation quantity as shown in Figure 5. They also estimated
that the specific heat valued around 290◦C, Si/C (1,120 mAh/g)
and SiO (2,083 mAh/g) is 5.8, 5.1, and 1.85 J/mAh, respectively,
on which they believe that the SiO based anode is much safer.
While we noticed that all their experiments were conducted in
sealed pans, where neither air exposure nor the influence of
oxygen or hydrogen was considered. Therefore, future works
should take account of these factors.

Jeong et al. studied the thermal behavior of these lithiated
anodes in different SOC and larger temperature range (Jeong
et al., 2012), they found that there’s a sudden exothermic peak
in the region of 350∼400◦C for both lithiated Si and SiO, and
the reaction enthalpy in this temperature range was about 7 kJ/g
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FIGURE 5 | DSC curves of (a) 0.5µL, 1M LiPF6/EC-DMC (1:1, v/v) electrolyte

and a mixture of 0.5µL electrolyte and 0.5mg of (b) pristine Si/C electrode, (c)

delithiated Si/C electrode, and (d) lithiated Si/C electrode. Reprinted from Zhao

et al. (2012). Copyright (2012), with permission from Elsevier.

for SiO, which was comparable with the one below 300◦C (7.7
kJ/g). Therefore, the thermal stability of high specific capacity
electrode materials must be carefully considered. They also found
that thermal stability of the SiO material could be enhanced
by carbon or TiO2 coating, in which carbon coating is just
being effective under 300◦C, while the TiO2 one is quite efficient
in the whole test temperature range, the author attributed
this phenomena to the blocking effect of either TiO2 or its
lithiated product. They further reported a core-shell structured Si
nanoparticles@TiO2/Carbon mesoporous microfiber composite
(SiNPs@T/C) anode, the SiNPs@T/C remarkable suppress the
exothermic behaviors than bare SiNPs and SiNPs@C, which is
also attributed to the TiO2−x shell (Jeong et al., 2014).

Inspired by the thermal shutdown mechanism in separator,
White’s group developed a special anode architecture on which
a thin spherical PE or paraffin was deposited (Baginska et al.,
2012). PE and paraffin are solid in normal conditions, and their
spherical structures have little influence on the ion transport.
These polymers will be melted on heating and block the porous
structure of electrode. Thus, the circuit can be cut off other than
short, on which the safety can be guaranteed.

Besides, many factors, such as operate conditions (Belov
and Yang, 2007; Larsson and Mellander, 2014; Li et al., 2019),
cathode material (Inoue and Mukai, 2017), or even binder
(Maleki et al., 2000; Park et al., 2014), may influence the
safety performances of the anodes. Park et al. studied the
effect of polymeric binder on the thermal stability of spherical

natural graphite anodes, they found that the polyacrylic acid
(PAA) binder showed better of the heat evolution of the
lithiated electrodes than that of polyvinylidene fluoride(PVDF)
or carboxymethyl cellulose/styrene butadiene (CMC/SBR) (Park
et al., 2014) at low temperatures below 200◦C. Citric acid (CA)
is more heat resistant than CMC or PAA, Liu et al. improved
the thermal stability of silicon-based anodes by incorporate
CA with CMC to form a cross-linked polymer binder, with
which the electrode lose no weight below 500◦C (Liu et al.,
2017c). Therefore, systematic works are hoped to enhance the
safety of anode, and crosstalk between cell components must be
considered carefully.

Cathode Material
Cathode materials play a key role on the thermal stability of LIBs
(Schipper et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018c), it’s phase transformation
and oxygen release in overcharge state usually accompanied by
heat generation and oxidation of electrolyte and separator (Ma
et al., 2016; Inoue andMukai, 2017; Liu et al., 2018e), and possibly
lead to the uncontrollable TR.

As the most promising candidate for the cathode of high
energy density LIBs, NCM is now widely studied. Bak and Hu’s
team found that their thermal stability is highly affected by
nickel content (Bak et al., 2014). They systematically studied the
thermal properties of various charged NCM cathodes (NCM433,
NCM523, NCM622, and NCM811), found that the higher Ni
content is, the lower onset temperature andmore oxygen released
from charged cathode will be. The onset temperature was
decreased from∼250◦C to ca. 150◦C for NCM433 and NCM811,
respectively. As clearly shown in Figure 6, the oxygen evolution
peaks coincide well with the phase transitions for these samples,
for the NMC433, no clear O2 release peak was observed coupled
with a relatively smaller proportion of rock-salt, which indicated
good thermal stability, while when the Ni content climbed to
the NCM811, the sharply increased of O2 released at lower
temperatures and the percentage of spinel or rock salt phase
increased remarkably. To improve the thermal stability and cycle
performance of Ni-rich NCM cathodes, Sun’s team proposed and
developed a new tactic: compositionally graded cathode material,
in which Ni and Mn concentrations are continuously decreased
and increased from the inside core to the outer shell within
the cathode particle respectively (Park et al., 2015; Kim et al.,
2016). At the same time, they also investigated the influence
of Al substitution on this full concentration gradient material
(FCG). The DSC test showed the Al-substituted material (Al-
FCG61) exhibited the highest exothermic reaction temperature
and lowest heat generation compared with the traditional Ni-
rich cathode and the untreated FCG, indicating the strategy
of alien atom substitution combined with FCG method can
effectively improve the thermal stability of Ni-rich cathodes.
Additionally, researchers also discovered that the SOC can
influence the thermal stability of cathode. The accelerating rate
calorimetry (ARC) results of different NCM series showed that
as the upper cut-off potential increased, which could contribute
higher specific capacity, the self-heating rate was also accelerated,
especially when the upper cut-off potential reached to 4.7V (Ma
et al., 2016). Therefore, in order to keep a balance between the
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FIGURE 6 | Mass spectroscopy profiles for the oxygen (O2, m/z = 32) collected simultaneously during measurement of TR-XRD and the corresponding temperature

region of the phase transitions for NMC. Adapted with permission from Bak et al. (2014). Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society.

high energy density and the thermal stability, the upper cut-off
potential of NCM cathodes are usually restricted at 4.2∼4.5 V(Vs
Li+/Li). Other factors, such as the influence of particle size were
also are studied. MacNeil’s team studied the thermal stability of
LiFePO4 with different morphologies by ARC (Khakani et al.,
2016). The cathodes materials have different particle sizes (in the
range of about 100 nm∼3µm) and surface areas (in the range
of about 6∼14 m2 g−1), they found that due to a more efficient
contact between the electrode material and the electrolyte, the
larger surface area of LiFePO4 is, the higher initial self-heating
rate of the reaction will be. Considering the relatively poor
rate capacity of NCM materials, the nanocrystallization of NCM
cathode become an effective way to enhance its rate capacity.
However, similar to LiFePO4, the smaller particle sizes and
higher surface areas of NCM cathode would induce more side
reactions, accelerating the self-heating rate, thus leading to an
even worse thermal stability. Therefore, effective tactics such as
surface coatings or preparing micron-sized single crystal NCM
cathodes are proposed by different teams to enhance the thermal
stability and cycle performance (Cho et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018a;
Yang et al., 2019).

The complexity and enclosed property of LIBs make it very
difficult to recognize the heat source during the TR process of
a cell. It’s commonly accepted that it is the cathode which lead
to the TR as LIBs with different cathode materials shows totally
different thermal stability (Doughty and Roth, 2012; Bak et al.,
2014). While very recently, Mukai’s group (Inoue and Mukai,
2017; Wang et al., 2018b) constructed an all-inclusive microcell
(AIM) in a hermetically sealed pan of the DSC analyses. The AIM
is designed to work as a battery by itself which not only comprises
all the battery components, but also could analysis the thermal
behavior of each single material (Wang et al., 2018b). Their study
proves that it is the thermal release of artificial graphite (AG) lead
to the TR in the NCM|LiPF6 (EC/DEC)|AG cell, while it is NCA

that lead to TR in the NCA|LiPF6 (EC/DEC)|AG cell as shown
in Figure 7. Combining ARC and DSC technique, the author
concluded that the two cells fail for the oxidation of electrolyte
and the formation of LiF, respectively. While as reported in many
previous reports, LiF is an important component in the SEI
(Wu et al., 2012; Yamada, 2017), moreover, SEI regeneration was
also mentioned in several papers (Feng et al., 2018b), therefore,
we consider that it is the crosstalk between cathode and anode
which influenced the stability of SEI and further lead to this
special phenomenon.

Different from the traditional knowledge in which the internal
short circuit of battery is thought to be the key factor to trigger
the TR (Ouyang et al., 2015; Finegan et al., 2017). Ouyang’s
group found that the TR may occur without internal short,
and they proposed another possibility: the chemical crosstalk
between cathode and anode (Liu et al., 2018e). They did the in
situ experiments on a pouch cell with a PET/ceramic non-woven
membrane as the thermal stable separator to prevent internal
short. As illustrated in Figure 8, when adding no electrolyte, the
lithiated anode exhibited an exothermic peak at 292.5◦C with
heat flow and 1H of 1.4 W/g and 304 J/g, respectively. The
delithiated cathode alone exhibited two exothermic peaks at 279
and 444◦C, with 1H of 108 and 148 J/g, respectively. However,
when mixing the cathode and anode, the heat generation
increased tremendously to 770 J/g, which almost tripled the value
of the anode alone and was seven times larger than the cathode
alone. Hereafter, they did the same test with but adding the
electrolyte into CE, the DSC results showed the similar tendency,
shown in Figure 8B. They revealed the oxygen released from
cathode was consumed by the anode by passing the thermal stable
separator, then causing the serious overheat reaction even though
the separator was not damaged, and eventually lead to the TR.
It’s worth noting that based on this new theory, the all-solid-state
battery may not as safe as reported.
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FIGURE 7 | The reaction mechanism of TR for the (A) NCA|LiPF6(EC/DEC)|AG and (B) NCM|LiPF6(EC/DEC)|AG cells. Reprinted from Inoue and Mukai (2017).

Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.

FIGURE 8 | The heat generation of the charged battery components by DSC measurements. (A) Charged electrode (CE) without electrolyte. (B) Charged electrode

with electrolyte. An, anode; Ca, cathode; Ele, electrolyte; CE, charged electrode. Reprinted from Liu et al. (2018e). Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

BATTERY DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The fabrication techniques, including the design of the N/P

ratio, porosity, tortuosity, electrode thickness, and the cell tab

have significant influence on the temperature distribution (TD)
of batteries. The uneven temperature distribution is caused by

the different heat generation and heat dissipation conditions
in the electrode. Also the local concentration of heat will

lead to excessive local temperature rise, which is the factor
to cause fast lithium growth and internal short circuit. As
shown in Figure 9 (Chen et al., 2017a), different N/P ratio

designs changes the open circuit voltages range of the electrode
pair, and therefore vary the reversible heat. The decrease in
porosity or the increase in electrode thickness can enhance
the ion concentration and potential gradient, which can affect
the joule heat generation. According to Mei et al. (2018), the
heat of battery will be accumulated at the positive tab at high
discharge rate, the optimized design of current collecting tab
can significantly reduce the cell temperature and lead to more
uniformity heat distribution (Waldmann et al., 2016). Recently,
researchers did lots of work on thicker electrode design and
fabrication to improve the energy density of the battery, but it
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FIGURE 9 | Interaction between microstructure and heat generation (Chen et al., 2017a).

will cause more uneven temperature distribution, which cause
battery performance instability and safety problems (Zhao et al.,
2016). When a local temperature reaches the critical value of
thermal runaway, a chain reaction occurs at this point, which
further results in a large area of heat accumulation. Hence in
order to develop high-performance LIBs with guaranteed safety,
better refined electrode structures are required.

Temperature Distribution in LIBs
The safety problems of LIB are almost always manifest as local
temperature rise when the rate of heat generation is greater
than that of dissipation, on which the TD in the cell has a
decisive impact on the battery safety. However, it is very difficult
to detect the TD inside the cell, even though it is the most
effective parameter to determine whether the cell is entering the
dangerous places (Wang et al., 2016), therefore, various modeling
works (Kim et al., 2007; Guo et al., 2010; Feng et al., 2015,
2018b; Ren et al., 2018) were conducted to simulate the thermal
properties of Li-ion batteries.

Thermal properties, including heat generation and dissipation
of the batteries must be addressed in a model that able to
predict the behavior of the battery under different operational
conditions. Kim et al. (2007) proposed a 3D thermal abuse
model of Li-ion batteries which took the effects of geometrical
features into account, this model is more suitable for the larger
cells compared to the 1D model. Coupled with a variety of
possible heat generation reactions within the LIB, temperature
of the batteries could be stimulated in detail. Guo et al. (2010)
further optimized the 3D thermal abused model by took the
internal conduction and convection as well as external heat
dissipation under abuse conditions into consideration, the model
coupled with electrochemical reaction and thermal response to
study the temperature distribution and evolution inside cell.
Ren et al. (2018) recently developed a new thermal runaway

model that emphasizes more on the kinetics analysis of cell
components, which could well reflect the battery TR mechanism
and predict battery safety performance without assembling a
real battery. Therefore, the battery TR models are positive to
analysis the battery safety. Besides, various models proposed the
triggering events such as mechanical abuse and overheating, as
well as overcharge, which would finally lead to battery TR. All
of the above mentioned models have value of better theoretical
research, which could be a theory frame that involving the
study of heat generation, distribution, and dissipation of Li-
ion batteries.

N/P Ratio
The capacity balancing of the negative electrode (NE) and
positive electrode (PE) in LIBs has been considered to be a crucial
point considering lifetime and safe operation for cell design. To
minimize the risk of lithium plating at the surface of NE during
charging, which is a severe aging and safety-deteriorating process,
a geometrically oversized area (Dagger et al., 2018; Lewerenz
et al., 2018), as well as a slight excess capacity (Xue et al., 1995;
Appiah et al., 2016; Abe and Kumagai, 2018) of NE relative to PE
are required for better safety. The N/P ratio is defined as the ratio
of areal reversible capacity of NE and PE (QNE/QPE).

N/P =
QNE

QPE
=

qNE �mNE

qPE �mPE
(1)

Where q is a specific capacity (mAh/g), and m is an area loading
of active material (g/cm2) for NE and PE. A good cell design
should ensure that the charging capacity is fully utilized in the
voltage range without Li plating. Currently, the N/P ratio is
generally controlled between 1.03 and 1.2 in commercial LIBs.

The N/P ratio has a very important impact on cell safety.
On the one hand, a low N/P ratio will possibly reduce the
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anode potential to <0V vs. Li/Li+ and result in lithium plating
on the surface of anode electrode in the charging process. On
the other hand, although the cell with high N/P ratio restrains
lithium plating under a given charging cut-off voltage, while
may cause overcharge of the cathode, which not only degrades
the crystallographic structure of the cathode material, but also
oxidizes the organic electrolyte solvents (Liu et al., 2018a). The
plated lithium causes degradation in safety as demonstrated
in Figure 10 (Feng et al., 2018a). The lithium dendrites can
break and lose contact with the active material, leading to
“dead lithium” in the full cell (Jin et al., 2017). More seriously,
lithium plating brings about the formation of dendrite which
may pierce the separator and induce the cell to an internal
short circuit (Kasnatscheew et al., 2017) and catastrophic TR.
Many researchers devoting to evaluate and predict the risk of Li
plating risk by analyzing voltage plateau signals (Gao et al., 2019),
measuring the cell thickness (Feng et al., 2014), and simulation
models (Parhizi et al., 2017). However, the internal short circuit
due to Li plating which can result in serious problems in
reliability and safety of LIBs, is difficult to predict, making cell
safety design more complex.

Overcharge on cathode caused by high potential of the
positive electrode will also seriously affect the safety performance.
More lithium ions are extracting from the cathode materials in
overcharge, aggravating the instability of cathode material (Gao
et al., 2019), which further reduces TR temperature, resulting in
the deterioration of battery stability. Once the cathode materials
decompose and release a large amount of oxygen, the heat release
rate rises sharply due to the strong reactions between oxygen
and electrode materials. Besides, the decomposition of electrolyte
and side reactions on the interface produce HF (Yang et al.,
2018) which will further destroy the structure stability of cathode
materials. These problems not only lead to the increase of the
internal resistance, but also ruin the interfacial stability and bring
security risks.

When designing the LIBs, the N/P ratio is usually calculated
based on the testing results of the Li half-cell. Theoretically,
the N/P ratio in the full cell should be a value under the
same operating conditions as half-cell for the NE and PE.
However, the actual N/P ratio in practical application is often
not sure, as irreversible specific capacity and/or AM loss on each
electrode during charge/discharge cycling lead to continuous
variations of N/P ratio (Kasnatscheew et al., 2017). Hence, the
N/P ratio is a dynamic value in full cell, which are greatly
affected by the charging conditions such as the cutoff voltage
range (Kim et al., 2015; Ahmed et al., 2018), the charging
current (Mao et al., 2018), the ambient temperature, the degree
of cell degradation such as calendar aging or charge/discharge
cycle aging (Kleiner et al., 2016), and so on. The adjustment of
charge cutoff voltage in full cell could change the potentials of
the positive and negative electrodes, thus changing the specific
capacity, further resulting in N/P ratio variety. For example, the
LiCoO2|graphite cell’s results showed that the actual N/P ratios
became gradually reduced as an increase in the charging voltage
because the capacity of cathode increased with increasing the
charging voltage (Kim et al., 2015). Generally, an increase in C-
rate or the low ambient temperature cause a decrease in capacity,

and an N/P ratio change occurs when the capacity fade rates
of cathode and anode are different. Mao et al. (2018) reported
that the graphite anodes exhibited a faster capacity decline as the
lithiation rate exceeded 1C. In contrast, the NMC811 cathode
exhibited less capacity loss as the charging rate increased from
C/10 to 4C. At a low rate of C/10, the N/P ratio was 1.15.
However, the rapid capacity fade of graphite at high rates caused
the N/P ratio to drop to 1.0 at 3C and to 0.5 at 4C, leading
to severe Li plating on the anode. For nickel-rich cathode and
graphite-based anode materials system, the cathode material
tends to decay more quickly due to collapse of crystal structure
and dissolution of metal ions in electrolyte (Lin et al., 2018b;
Zheng et al., 2019), so the N/P ratio usually getting higher
in cycling. However, in the case of Si-based anode, the anode
material decays faster due to material shedding and continuous
cracking and reformation of SEI caused by volume expansion and
pulverization (Jin et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2018a; Liu et al., 2018a),
resulting in a lower and lower N/P ratio.

In summary, the N/P ratio is an important and complex
parameter in cell safety design. Before designing the N/P ratio
in full cell, we must fully understand the characteristics of the
cathode and anode materials, including irreversible capacity,
rate performance, temperature dependent performance, fatigue
mechanism, etc. Considering the dynamic change of N/P ratio, a
reasonable, and safe ratio needs to be set carefully.

Electrode Structure
Freestanding Electrodes
The electrolytes containing lithium bis
(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) are highly corrosive
against Al foil that may lead to micro-short-circuit of LIB and the
dissolution of Cu foil will occur when the cell over discharges,
causing the safety problems (Farag et al., 2017). In addition,
mechanical abuse leads to serious distortion of the battery and
the cell cannot withstand the damage resulting in the occurrence
of safety accident. So developing freestanding electrodes, which
is realized by integrating active materials into the 3D conductive
framework of carbon material, is of vital significance.

Nano sized carbon materials, such as carbon nanotubes
(CNTs), graphene (GR), are the most commonly used agent
in free standing electrode for their strong binding ability and
conductivity. Park et al. (2017) reported a highly flexible free-
standing electrode by casting slurry on a glass substrate and
detaching the film after drying. It has better mechanical strength
and endurance against bending or folding which PVDF-HFP and
CNT as binder and conductive agents, respectively. However, the
optimized free-standing electrode exhibit lower energy density
and inferior rate capability than conventional electrode. Kuang
et al. (2018) prepared a nanopaper electrode with compact
structure and high mass loading (up to 60 mg/cm2), in which
conductive nanofiber (CNF) network is designed with decoupled
electron and ion transfer pathways via electrostatic assembly
of neutral CB particles on negatively charged CNF. Wang
et al. (2018a) made a folded GR high areal capacity composite
electrode by a water-facilitated folding method. The electrode
remains a continuous structure at each fold and it shows stable
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FIGURE 10 | General overview effect of plated Li on the safety for LIBs. Reprinted from Waldmann et al. (2018). Copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier.

cycling over 500 cycles and excellent rate capability compared to
the traditional electrode with the same mass loading.

Generally speaking, freestanding electrodes do guarantee
the safety of the battery on account of strong toughness and
resistance to corrosion. Nevertheless, some drawbacks such as
higher resistance of the electrodes and complicated fabrication
process should be conquered prior to use for high-performance
Li-ion energy storage devices.

Low Resistance Electrode
Energy storage and conversion is a complex process of energy-
chemical energy conversion, mass transfer and heat transfer
between the positive and negative electrodes in battery cells, so
the generation and dissipation of heat in batteries are strongly
influenced by the electrode structure, including its thickness,
porosity, tortuosity, specific surface area, and so on. These
structural parameters are closely related to the transport of both
electrons and lithium ions, as well as the reaction kinetics of the
electrode, thus affecting the distribution of current density and
temperature. The unequal levels of electrode degradation due
to non-uniform current flow and temperature should be given
more attention because it occurs on a longer timescale and the
effects on safety are more unpredictable. Large quantity of joule
heat generated in the charge-discharge process may lead to the
TR and safety hazard of batteries, so reducing the joule heat is
crucial. Based on the Joule’s law equation (Q = I2Rt), there exist
two primary ways to lessen the joule heat and to reinforce the
security capability of Li-ion batteries: (i) reducing the equivalent
series resistance (ESR, or R in the equation) of cell and (ii) cutting
off the current (I) before the onset of thermal runaway.

It’s well known that ESR of a cell is composed of three
segments, which are interfacial resistance for electrode/current
collector, ionic, and electrical impedance in the electrode as
shown in Figure 11. Plenty of efforts are made to design low
resistance electrode in these aspects, such as current collector
(CC) optimization (Wang et al., 2017b,c; Lin et al., 2018a; Feng
et al., 2019a), electrode porous structure design (Chen et al.,
2016a; Fritsch et al., 2018), and so on. Although most works on
CC optimization focuses on ESR reduction and rate performance

improvement by surface roughening (Wang et al., 2017c) or
3D metal foam adopting (Fritsch et al., 2018), while it also has
direct effect on the safety performance. Qiao’s group found that
upon external loading, heat generation of damaged LIB is heavily
dependent on the failure mode of the CC, therefore, by efficient
surface notch design on the CC, short circuit of the cell could be
effectively eliminated (Wang et al., 2017b).

Electrode-porous-structure-design
Porous structure of electrodes has significant influence on both
ion and electron transport, thus an express passage could reduce
the ESR and joule heat effectively. Delicate pore structures in
the electrode can be obtained both in the process of coating
and calendaring (Bae et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2018d; Cheng et al., 2019), or by physical/chemical etch after
the electrode was prepared (Pröll et al., 2014; Mangang et al.,
2016; Park et al., 2019). Multi-scale pore structures (Liu et al.,
2017b, 2018d; Cheng et al., 2019) in the electrode is expected
to enlarge the passageway of Li-ion diffusion and reducing
the internal resistance. Employing iterative co-extrusion and
sintering technique, Chiang’s group fabricated electrodes with
dual-scale pore structure and maximized the battery power
density (Bae et al., 2013). Cheng’s group prepared electrode with
gradient pore structure through the whole thickness direction
by a layer-by-layer spray printing method, compared with
electrode with mean pore size distribution, both C-rate and
capacity degradation performance of the graded electrodes are
significantly improved for the better Li+ transport property
(Cheng et al., 2019).

Laser is an effective tool in porous structure constructing in
electrode as it do no harms to the CC or other electrodematerials.
Kim et al. (2018) designed a highly ordered and hierarchical
(HOH) graphite anode through the laser ablation, the HOH
electrode has a porosity up to 50% which promotes ionic
transport throughout the cell and mitigated the concentration
polarization. Recently, Park et al. (2019) made laser structuring
thick electrode with a porosity of 26% which lead to the
enhancement of the power and energy densities simultaneously.
The femtosecond laser creates uniformly spaced micro-grooves
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FIGURE 11 | Microstructure of the porous electrode.

on the electrode, which greatly improves the Li+ kinetics and
decreases the joule heat especially at high current density. While,
it’s worth noting that the long-term stability of these special
porous structures still need to be enhanced.

Conductive-network-construction
Reasonable porous structure could facilitate the transport of Li+,
while the electron transfer depends on the conductive network
between electrode material and CC. Similar to the case in free
standing electrodes, CNT (Welna et al., 2011; Sendek et al.,
2018), and GR (Hassoun et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2017) are the
most common used agents to build the express way for electron.
Jusef ’s group (Hassoun et al., 2014) fabricated full cells based on
LiFePO4 and GN, the cell demonstrated an initial capacity of 165
mAh/g based on the weight of LiFePO4 and an energy density
of 190 Wh/kg, while the author did not mentioned electrolyte
dosage or other details in energy density calculation, GN now still
generally considered as just suitable for the additive application.

Single conductive cannot satisfy the requirement of the
cells, thus composite conductive agents appear on the scene.
Li1.2Mn0.54Ni0.13Co0.13O2 (LMNCO) based cathode was
prepared by using combinatory conductive agents, GR, and
CNTs. The combinatory 3D conductive network is much
more effectual in accelerating electron transport than that
of CNTs or GN only (Li et al., 2018c). Some conducting
polymers, such as polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole (PPy)
were also used to facilitate electron transport. One dimensional
coaxial PANI@SnO2@MWCNT composite was designed as
conductive-additive-free anode material (Wang et al., 2018d),
in which quite stable performance was obtained. Although the
nanostructured conductive work is beneficial to the conductivity
of the battery, while it causes more side reactions for its
large specific surface area and consumes much electrolyte,

thus may reduce the energy or power density of the cell.
Therefore, the trade-off between nanostructured additives and
parasitic reactions should be emphasized in the future advanced
LIB development.

Above all, low resistance electrode has access to notably
restraint of joule heating and ensures battery safety in a way.
Although the design of electrode structure has little effect on the
safety performance under mechanical abuse conditions such as
needling and extrusion, but it strongly influences the electrical
abuse tolerance of batteries. By reducing the electrode resistance,
the joule heat of the battery under electric abusive conditions
can also be reduced, thus improving the safety and stability.
Meantime, there’s still a big challenge in developing low resistance
thick electrodes to increase the energy density of LIBs, especially
when the high specific capacity electrodematerials such as Ni rich
NCM or Si are adopted.

PROSPECT

As the currently most widely used power battery, LIBs have
an even larger market in energy storage applications, which
require better safety performances in system level. Key materials,
electrode and cell design, as well as mechanical, electrical,
and thermal effects during the charge/discharge cycles, coupled
together in the whole TR process and have significant mutual
influence on each other, therefore, all these factors must take
into account to settle the safety issues even in single cell level.
Moreover, in larger scale applications such as electric vehicle
or energy storage devices, battery thermal management systems
(BTMS) are indispensable. Researchers made lots of efforts in
the past decade and the overall performances of LIBs, including
safety, have been greatly increased, while further enhancement
is still needed especially for high energy density LIB and lithium
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metal batteries. Electrolyte is no doubt the most effective method
to settle the safety issues, solid state electrolyte (not in the scope of
this review) offers a promising prospect for dendrite suppression,
but it’s not omnipotent. Future study should pay more attention
to the crosstalk among the battery materials (including active
materials, electrolytes, conductive agents, and so on), the cell
design (such as active material area loading, porosity, N/P ratio,
et al.), as well as battery work conditions, to name but a few,
only a systematic design from material to battery and cooperate
between scientists and engineers could finally guarantee the
safety of LIBs.
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